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    Think - Build - Enjoy!

 

To all non-business customers from the UK:
We will only take orders from €160,- or more (roughly £134,-) due to extra Brexit administration. 
For smaller orders please check: Technobotsonline in the UK. 
They sell a wide range of MakerBeam, MakerBeamXL and OpenBeam.

 

10 reasons why companies like Fraunhofer, Siemens, McLaren, NASA Johnson Space Center, Google, Apple, Philips, Nissan, Volvo and Onera buy our products:

 

* small aluminum profiles of professional quality for great projects: 
prototyping, robotics, cases,  and more

 

* available in black or clear anodised for a professional look 

 

* available in easy precut lengths

 

* several lengths and brackets available in starter kit - save 15% or more

 

* screws and nuts are all M3

 

* use and reuse our aluminum profiles; a great investment


 

* stainless steel brackets available; for strength and durability


 

* profile slots will fit boards with a 3mm thickness; easy to make your own casing


 

* corner cubes in black and clear available; easy to use and a great look

 

* choice in size depending on your project; 10x10mm for small and beautiful and 15x15mm for small but sturdy.

 

Think - Build - Enjoy! 

  






      
  
    
      
                                                                                                                                                                              
            
                  [image: MakerBeam - 10mmx10mm MakerBeam Regular Starter Kit Black]
                
    
    
      
                
                    50 black makerbeams (10x10mm) of different lengths, 60 brackets, a bag of bolts and nuts and a hex nut driver packed in a plastic case
                  

      
      Add to cart
    

  

  
  
    
        MakerBeam Regular Starter Kit Black     
    
          
      
    
    €117,95
          
   

       
   
     




    
  
    
      
                                                                                                                                                                              
            
                  [image: MakerBeamXL - 15mmx15mm MakerBeamXL Regular Starter Kit Black]
                
    
    
      
                
                    40 black MakerBeamXL (15x15mm) of different lengths, 48 brackets, 1 bag of hexagon bolts, 1 bag of button head socket bolts and nuts packed in a plastic case.
                  

      
      Add to cart
    

  

  
  
    
        MakerBeamXL Regular Starter Kit Black     
    
          
      
    
    €123,75
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                    1 piece of 300mm linear slide rail (300mm x 9mm x 6,5mm) and carriage (29mm x 20mm x 8mm)
                  

      
      Add to cart
    

  

  
  
    
        300mm, linear slide rail and carriage     
    
          
      
    
    €27,25
          
   

       
   
     




    
  
    
      
                                                                                                                                                                              
            
                  [image: MakerBeam - 10mmx10mm 600mm, linear slide rail and carriage]
                
    
    
      
                
                    1 piece of 600mm linear slide rail (600mm x 9mm x 6,5mm) and carriage (29mm x 20mm x 8mm)
                  

      
      Add to cart
    

  

  
  
    
        600mm, linear slide rail and carriage     
    
          
      
    
    €46,65
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                    50 clear makerbeams (10x10mm) of different lengths, 60 brackets, a bag of bolts and nuts and a hex nut driver packed in a plastic case
                  

      
      Add to cart
    

  

  
  
    
        MakerBeam Regular Starter Kit Clear     
    
          
      
    
    €117,95
          
   

       
   
     




    
  
    
      
                                                                                                                                                                              
            
                  [image: OpenBeam - 15mmx15mm OpenBeam Precut Kit Black]
                
    
    
      
                
                    A variety of lengths black anodised openbeams (15mmx15mm) packed together with brackets, bolts, drivers, nuts and feet in a hard plastic case.
                  

      
      Add to cart
    

  

  
  
    
        OpenBeam Precut Kit Black     
    
          
      
    
    €159,95
          
   

       
   
     






    
  
    
      
                                                                                                                                                                              
            
                  [image: MakerBeam - 10mmx10mm Corner cubes (12p) black for MakerBeam - 10mmx10mmx10mm]
                
    
    
      
                
                    1 bag (12 pieces) of MakerBeam corner cubes black,  10mmx10mmx10mm
                  

      
      Add to cart
    

  

  
  
    
        Corner cubes (12p) black for MakerBeam - 10mmx10mmx10mm     
    
          
      
    
    €18,98
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                    1 bag with 25 pieces T-slot nuts, 25 bolts ISO7380, 4mm and 25 bolts DIN7991, 4mm
                  

      
      Add to cart
    

  

  
  
    
        T-slot nuts for MakerBeam (25p)     
    
          
      
    
    €15,98
          
   

       
   
     






    
  
    
      
                                                                                                                                                                              
            
                  [image: OpenBeam - 15mmx15mm OpenBeam Precut Kit in-a-box Black]
                
    
    
      
                
                    A variety of lengths black anodised openbeams (15mmx15mm) packed together with brackets, bolts, drivers, nuts and feet in a multi usage box.
                  

      
      Add to cart
    

  

  
  
    
        OpenBeam Precut Kit in-a-box Black     
    
          
      
    
    €172,75
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                  MakerBeam B.V. 
                  
                    
                    
              
              
              
              Sales and production of small aluminum profiles and related hardware. We provide hardware that simplifies building small-scale projects.                            
                
                + 31 (0) 30 666 5331
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